Checklists for Key Legal/ Drafting Issues in PPPs and sample clauses

Full Description

When preparing or reviewing PPP project documents it is useful to have access to checklists of issues to consider:

- [Change of Law - Checklist and Sample Wording](#)
- [Civil Law Systems - Key Terms Implied by law that can impact PPP Arrangements](#)
- [Dispute Resolution Checklist](#)
- [Exclusive Remedies Clause - Note and Sample Drafting](#)
- [Force Majeure - Checklist and Sample Wording](#)
- [Joint Venture/ Joint Stock Company Checklist](#)
- [Checklist on Sovereign Immunity](#)
- [Insurance - Note and Checklist](#)
- [Termination and Force Majeure Clauses in PPP](#)

Related Content

- Legislation and Laws - General and Sector Specific
- 3RD Party Related Content
- Tools